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Abstract : To explore the social and political context in which culture apparent it to considerate the culture in its entire complex forms. The aim of this
study is to analyze the representation of Western culture and the interaction of nature and machine in Denis Johnson‟s novella Train Dream (2011). Train
Dreams is a gorgeous novella about the cowboy culture inside the West that is instructed through the eyes of Grainier who is unsure on himself. In this
novella, the historical timing as a period marked through a brutal exchange within the West. Trains are a vital topic in the course of Western writing for
the reason that they constitute the calming of the desert and the fire is an apparent symbol for industrialization. The fireplace stirred in to destroy
Grainier‟s home and his family, the industry came to spoil nature and shortly after cowboy lifestyle. The string of occasions is notably emblematic for
Grainier and West. The contest and bereavement of the central character constitutes the vanishing and ultimate fatality of the West and, in conjunction
by means of it, cowboy way of life. The character‟s separation both internally and externally display the lonesome disconnect from technology of skilled
personality with the arrival of industrialization. Those men were born in a conversion of periods, between the cowboy West and industrialization. At last,
the West passed away in the flames and Grainier is alive in a train nightmarish.
Index Terms: Western Cowboy Culture, Symbols, Industrialization, Nature, Machine, Train, Fire.
——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
Literature as a creative activity projects those deeply rooted
and relatively enduring patterns of thoughts, feeling and
behavior of the society from which it is drawn. Apparently,
literature captures the different forms of interaction between
various parts of a society and its people. In this way, Denis
Johnson was a prominent writer in the records of American
literature. He writes about vanished souls who have faded
trusts to finding the God or as a conservative estimate a few
senses in their living lives. The survival of someone or
something from the alienation of his characters which to be
alienated. The novella Train Dreams follows the primary
individual character Robert Grainier and painful barrenness in
excess of the defeat of his own family. The loss of life of the
principle individual represents the desertion and final
bereavement of the West and cowboy subculture. The
estrangement of the man or woman shows each inner and
external disconnection of technology with the onset of
industrialization. Johnson defined as a cultural creator
because of his early drug drenched and tough-boiled period.
He confines this intermediary era mournfully and innovatively
by the way of lacking it with the bond stuck between the
protagonist Robert Grainier and nature. The hole of the west,
Cowboy subculture turned into fed with its naturalness but
quickly because the railroad trails corralled in nature, the
West, and additionally Grainier, was dead at the stop. The
fundamental to the novellas that mean is its ancient
placement, and is the reason, Johnson made the first actual
phrases examine “In the summer of 1917…” (Johnson, 2011).
It represents the historic timing as a duration marked with the
aid of an intense alternate inside the West through the knowhow of the story by means of the readers. The start of the
novella makes a highlight on Grainier‟s personal life as a
daytime manual worker. He works in global Railway edifice
bridges for train tracks throughout Idaho. “Now he slept
soundly through the nights, and often he dreamed of trains,
and often of one particular train: He was on it; he could smell
the coal smoke; a world went by. And then he was standing in
that world as the sound of the train died away.”(Johnson,
2011).Trains played an eminent position on this novella. It is

miles a relevant topic during Western literature due to the fact
they signify the enlightenment of the wasteland and the
approaching of industrialization. Trains furnished superior
shipping for the local peoples, in addition to the delivery of
resources and goods from the West. Johnson appeal to the
representation of the symbol for railroad to train dreams by
using setting Grainier at once at its production. Grainier‟s
livelihood is ironical in the end; he is collaborating in his own
loss of life with the aid of selling railroad protection. With this
exposure, when Grainier felt unhappy with the crowning glory
of the bridge regardless of the triumph of the alternative
employees. He resists with the sentiment that its final touch is
not always his very own; that commercial achievement does
no longer correspond to him. He desires very an awful lot for
guide exertions and to be across the vast undertakings just
similar to the viaduct manufacture, but is constantly gone
unhappy at their of entirety portentous greed with the
impassive from hard work determined in commercial
assignments. Grainier‟s barrenness is not simply strained from
his demolition of nature, but due to cowboys the retailers of
Western subculture also doing the similar thing. It violates a
value that prevents the possibility of restoration. Grainier
cannot recognize the actual purpose for specializing in his with
the train but he homes an incompatible experience of passion
and repulsion closer to them. It is dreams of trains that display
him approximately the world. They find the money for him a
living and permit him to look the West; however they
concurrently manage his truth.

2

DEALING WITH NATURE AND WEST

Johnson portrays the history of marginal American society in
his most of the works. Historically, after the entirety of the
railroad, the Eastern industry started to acquire the assets of
the Western international locations. Thus, Grainier works as a
logger after his Spokane job ends. Johnson, in this manner,
build the relationship greater obvious among Grainier and
nature. After logging, Grainier cannot work because of his
knees pain and “elbows crack” (Johnson, 2011). On one
occasion he gives up logging, Grainier reveals temporary
remedy in his work as a freighter. This process includes riding
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product, by means of riding horses, across the open panorama
are called cowboy work. Certainly, the association to the prebusiness West in added by means of the outline that Grainier
manages in the region of places that had no near contact to
the railway branch. “Both his knees ached. His elbows cracked
loudly when he straightened his arms, and something hitched
and snapped in his right shoulder when he moved it the wrong
ways; a general stiffness of his frame worked itself out by
halves through most mornings, and he labored like an engine
through the afternoons, but he was well past thirty-five years,
closer now to forty, and he really wasn‟t much good in the
woods anymore.”(Johnson, 2011). Grainier discover visceral
fulfillment and independence in Western beliefs through this
kind of untainted paintings intimately tied to the panorama.
Including a business in transportation, Grainier senses that he
had totaled to something based totally in this activity. In this
way, he is freeing himself of debt and attaining independence
at the identical time he controlled to pay for his horses.
Johnson describes about the second major character that
Gladys (Grainier‟s spouse) as a sign for Grainier‟s beyond,
facilitated Grainier to address the errands that got here with a
crew and carriage. In different phrases, the beyond, the old
West, presents Grainier the capabilities that direct him to his
success. As a freighter, Grainier reports semi-surreal activities
that exemplify Johnson topic of nature and its function inside
the defeat of the West. Grainier pulled a man who has been
“shot by his own dog” (Johnson, 2011). Convey through the
shot man himself, the story is he went to kill his dog, but, in an
unusual turn of activities, the dog ended up taking pictures the
man as an alternative “in self-defense” (Johnson, 2011).
Nature is generally considered as West. Without the power of
nature, the West is nothing except the following manifestation
of the East.

3

DEATH AS A SYMBOL

The converse encounter additionally shows topics of demise
and nature. Even as packing sacks of cornmeal, Grainier saw
kids in his overdue teenagers. Definitely bend over and die
unprovoked. Grainier recollects stirring the lifeless body and
understanding that he had not stroked another man or woman
after several years and that the feeling became unique
adequate to mention on it and don't forget it as well. In this
element once more reveals Grainier‟s detachment from
nature. He is eliminated from the contact as easy as touching
one more character. Actually, he had some interplay that
makes him stay alive on along with his dog and lamentation
with the wolves. The general view approximately the cowboy
are mostly had a powerful relationship with animals, maximum
extensively with horse. Grainier‟s relationship with a stray and
regularly-absent dog and the mysterious wolves is a parody of
this cowboy bond with him and are the reason both his longing
for it in addition to its ineffectiveness. He feels a drag to the
chorus of wolves due to their violent and complete
genuineness. “He‟d been hearing the wolves less and less
often, from farther and farther away.”(Johnson, 2011). After
sometimes, Grainier stops listening to the wolves howling after
while he believes that the West would no longer recommence
its circumstance from ahead of the superb fireplace. Perhaps
the maximum essential scene within the novella deals with
Grainier‟s dead wife, Gladys. She narrates the sequence of
the wooded area fire that Grainier had consideration that he
murdered both his daughter Kate and his wife. Gladys
explains about how she was amassing some matters and her
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infant to run from the encircling flames. At the same time as
walking, she dropped the valuables matters separately leaving
them to burn due to the fact she has to store her daughter
Kate. She ran to the river where she slipped and broke her
lower back in the end not able to get away another mode.
Earlier than person carried off downstream to drown, she
turned into able to launch the toddler Kate onto the bank.
Gladys persists that her daughter Kate had run away from the
hearth. “I believe he did it because he‟d been confabulating
with that wolf-girl person. If she is a person. Or I don‟t know. A
creature is what you can call her if ever she was created. But
there are some creatures on this earth that God didn‟t
create.”(Johnson, 2011). Soon after scene, Grainier find out
the fate of his daughter as the magical wolf-girl. The collection
of activities is enormously emblematic for both Grainier and
the West.

4

DOWNFALL OF LIFE

The „fireplace‟ is a spotless mark for industrialization. In any
case, the train steam engine and industrial units like smolder
firewood for gas. Simply because the heat enthused in to ruin
Grainier‟s dwelling place and family, the industry came to spoil
nature and eventually cowboy lifestyle. In addition, Gladys‟s
plummeting off her treasure to the fireplace reflects
enterprise‟s substitute of the objects of the West. “The spirit
form of his departed wife never reappeared to him. At times he
dreamed of her, and dreamed also of the loud flames that had
taken her…But he wasn‟t just a lone eccentric bachelor who
lived in the woods and holed with the wolves. By his lights,
Grainier had amounted to something. He had a business in
the hauling.” (Johnson, 2011). Through no fault of her
personal, Gladys discards her daughter inside the center of
the fireplace, departure Kate no role model to remain not even
a frame to take a look at. Consequently, Kate had no trendy,
needed to discover her manner unknowingly in the novel
world, and as a result, she became the wolf-girl. This
transformation is truly showing that it is not a nice one.
Grainier‟s adolescence, even though with a lot less extremity,
became just like the life of his daughter Kate. Without right role
models, Grainier also misplaced like his spouse and daughter.
Grainier and his daughter constitute an age group that may be
manufactured from the fire as a symbol. Their predecessor‟s
way of lifestyles turned
into
destroyed
through
industrialization, in order that they were deserted with no
gadget to observe and had been gone with a way unable to
get along with the brand original the West. Kate changed into
not even left with a semblance of a blueprint for existence due
to the fact her mother dead body drifted behind the river. In
addition, her father changed into completely ignorant of his
roots, so that honestly no mention of his parents is made.
Moreover, at some point of the entire novella, there is no solo
generation of the phrase „cowboy‟ despite the fact that the
manuscript clearly illustrates the narrative as one which
captures the fading of an exceptionally American way of
lifestyles in the background of the American West. They did no
prototype to strive for that they had been founders in a
mysterious land. The finale of the novel moves in thrilling
vicinity inside the story. After readers emerge as attentive of
the narrator‟s demise, the tale goes lower support in time to
quit the book on an advance day. Johnson selected to
complete train goals on his personal endnote as it conclude
the story and summarize its meaning with a good deal other
than Grainier‟s loss of life. In this specific day, Grainier went to
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the theatre in city titled “Theodore wonder Horse” (Johnson,
2011). The show transmitted the abilities of Theodore and the
form of a wolf-boy. The general public is detached from the
natural global that it favors to show and embroidered forms of
the novella spectacles which are wonderful for the reason that
the real aspect is not in that form. In addition, Grainier‟s the
assumption of his daughter because the wolf-girl is taken into
consideration valid till the wolf-boy come into sight on the
degree.
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death." American Psychologist 35.10 (1980): 911.

5 CONCLUSION
Johnson clearly examines the effects and impacts of
industrialization and Western cowboy culture that involved in
his novella. Readers can entertain the possibility at that factor
that the two are equally created and mock. They frankly
resonance the belief that strained in the relationship with
nature. Absolutely it modifies Grainier‟s idea of the natural
world. Grainier attempts to restore the connection with nature
to care for the demise residue of the West lower support to life
by skill motor vehicle which can be half man of being in a
truthful try at seeking to notice a man in nature. However,
humankind has currently become detach from nature; there
are no half breeds among human beings. The shape of train
track partitions in nature which border from man. The identical
boundary scratches Grainier far gone from the West. All that
stays are unworkable performance of the old world. In that
strength, Grainier strives to carry out the position through
weeping with the wolves, residing in a cabin falsely perfumed
with blistered pine, and portraying his dead daughter as a wolf
girl to be able to revivify the old world. However now an
afternoon, these customs are vacant symptoms. As the result,
the West departs this life in the fire and Grainier is source of
revenue in a train nightmarish.
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